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ABSTRACT

Bayesian decision-making is a fundamental element of most contemporary marketing research texts. The model, in a marketing research context, serves basically to structure the components of a normative decision-making situation and to place the role of marketing research within that structure. In broader contexts, the model has been employed in a variety of marketing strategy decision areas, for examining (consumer) decision-making behavior, and so on. The experiential exercise described herein facilitates the introduction of Bayesian decision-making with the direct involvement of students in an abstract decision-making situation and by serving as a vehicle for discussion and other investigation of the Bayesian model.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The purpose of this paper is to describe a computer-supported experiential exercise in Bayesian decision-making. The content of the exercise (based on a well-known published experiment), general administration of the exercise, the potential "lessons" of the exercise, and the supporting computer programs are discussed. Specific details of administration are presented in an appendix. The exercise has been used by the author on several occasions in undergraduate and graduate introductory marketing research courses. However, Bayesian decision theory has application in any number of marketing areas and the appropriateness of the exercise is not limited to a marketing research context.

Decision theory has been an integral part of marketing research, in the classroom and in basic and applied research, for at least decades. The Bayesian model's popularity in marketing circles blossomed in the early 1960s with the publication of cornerstone articles in major marketing journals by major figures in marketing research [2;3;7;14]. Though publication of Bayesian theoretical and application articles seems to have peaked by the mid-1970s, there exists a healthy body of marketing-related literature on the topic.

The Bayesian model has been employed in a variety of marketing contexts including consumer behavior [13], marketing strategy formulation [5; 15; 16; 20; 29; 31], marketing management [8; 21; 23], and forecasting [10; 28] as well as in marketing research [9; 17; 25]. Bayesian decision theory has been employed in at least two experiential teaching applications, audit sampling [11] and sample size determination [12], and it is standard fare in contemporary marketing research texts.

Virtually all current introductory marketing research textbooks address statistical decision-making to some degree. In many instances, this is by way of laying a foundation for the introduction to some variation of the scientific method (i.e., the "marketing research process") as a paradigm for designing research in marketing and, more pointedly, for the purpose of weighing the acquisition of "additional information", i.e., conducting marketing research. Accordingly, the basic components of a decision-making situation are identified and placed in the common payoff table format. Thereafter, the phases of prior, preposterior, and posterior analyses are presented. The table below provides an overview of the treatment of statistical decision-making by major marketing research texts.

The in-class exercise described herein was developed to facilitate the experiential involvement of students in a (clinical) Bayesian decision-making situation. Generally, the objectives of the exercise are to (1) allow for identification of the components of the normative decision-making situation and to consider their interrelationships and Implications, (2) draw parallels between the exercise scenario and real world decision-making situations, and (3) monitor the degree of Bayes-like behavior exhibited by the students. Several related analyses, both empirical and qualitative, may be based on the exercise.

EXPERIENTIAL EXERCISE DESCRIPTION

The experiential exercise design is an adaptation of an experiment originally carried out by Green, Balbert, and Minas [18]. Two batch process computer programs generate the required administration materials and carry out appropriate analyses, respectively.

Two hypothetical populations are defined, one consisting of 70% "X" cards and 30% "0" cards and the other consisting of 30% 0 cards and 70% X cards. Students are given samples of 50 (punched computer) cards drawn...
at random from one of the two populations, each card being punched with either an X or an 0. As well, students are told the prior probability that the sample deck was drawn from either of the populations. Each student is given nine decks of 50 cards with the prior probability of a deck’s origin being the X population varying from .1 to .9.

At each of the nine trials, each student decides how many (of the 50 available) sample cards he/she wishes to purchase, records the number (on a tally sheet printed by the generation program), selects that number of cards, records the nature of each card (X or 0), and decides as to the card deck’s origin.

Though various parameters may be used, the author (consistent with the original, published experiment parameters) has typically specified a $.03 cost per sample card purchased, $1.00 added for a correct origin decision, and $2.00 subtracted for an incorrect decision. (Thus, rewards are based on decision-making success, not on adherence to the Bayesian model.) To enhance student involvement, the author also usually provides a real dollar pool (averaging about $2.00 per student) to be prorated among the students based on final asset position. (Final asset position equals correct decision “winnings” as specified, less incorrect decision “losses”, net of information expenditures.) The analysis program indicates each student’s final asset position and automatically prorates the actual dollar pool.

Input to the analysis program consists of sample size purchased, number of X cards in the sample purchased, and origin decision for each student for each trial. (A master deck containing true origin information is provided by the generation program.)

**BAYESIAN MODEL APPROACH**

Students make two critical decisions in the course of this exercise: (1) the number of sample cards to purchase and (2), in light of whatever sample information was purchased, the decision as to whether the card deck was originally drawn from the population 0 stack or from the population X stack.

Normatively, these two decisions are based on the following described process:

1. For each feasible sample size, 0 to 50 cards in this application, determine all possible sample outcomes, i.e., all possible mixes of X and 0 cards.
2. For each possible sample outcome, tentatively revise the prior probabilities to yield posterior probabilities of a given deck being either an X or an 0 type.
3. For each set of posterior probabilities calculate an expected monetary payoff for each decision alternative, i.e., an X decision and an 0 decision. This step yields a series of conditional expected values.
4. Determine the marginal probability of obtaining each possible sample outcome for each sample size.
5. For each possible sample, multiply its marginal probability times the higher (of either an X decision or an 0 decision) conditional expected monetary value determined in 3, for each possible sample outcome to yield an unconditional expected value.
6. Select the sample size leading to the highest unconditional expected monetary value.

The above steps comprise the preposterior phase of Bayesian decision-making.

Having, normatively, determined the optimal sample size, one then proceeds to select that number of cards from the 50 available. In light of the actual nature of the cards selected, one need only refer to the applicable contingencies already mapped out in the preposterior phase to make one’s decision as to the deck’s origin.

**CRITERIA**

The two decisions, sample size and deck origin, give rise to three (partially redundant) measures of the degree to which students deviate from normative Bayesian behavior.

- Sample size: Comparison between optimal and actual number of cards purchased.
- Unconditional expected value (UNCEV): Sample size should be determined by the UNCEV associated with each possible sample size. Thus, the UNCEVs of the optimal and actual sample sizes may be compared.
- Conditional expected value (CEV): Once sample information (of optimal size or not) has been procured, the deck origin decision should be based on the CEV of the X or 0 choice alternatives in light of that information. Thus, the maximum and actual CEVs may be compared. (These will be equal where the student decides with the Bayesian norm.)

The above deviation measures are presented by the analysis program for each student for each of the nine trials and in aggregate over the nine trials.

Two additional measures related to actual decision-making success are also presented: correctness of each decision and final asset position (as defined earlier). Due to sample acquisition expenditures, these two measures need not be perfectly related. Correlations between the three deviation measures and these two success measures are provided by the analysis program. (Examples of feedback printouts as well as program listings are available from the author.)

**PEDAGOGICAL ISSUES**

Any number of empirical and qualitative issues may be examined within the context of this experiential exercise. It should be borne in mind that the point of such examination is not to demonstrate the validity of the Bayesian model but, rather, to understand its nature. Several of these issues are outlined below.

**Bayesian Model Per Se**

- The various components of a normative decision-making situation may be identified within the exercise scenario.
- The normative Bayesian procedure may be outlined, including calculation of the prior expected value of perfect information.
- Sensitivity analyses of optimal sample size as a function of population make-up (70:30 proportions),
prior odds, sample information costs, and payoffs may be discussed or, utilizing the analysis program, examined empirically.

- For selected combinations of initial parameters, what sample information composition would be necessary for a Bayesian to decide against the prior odds?

- The role of sampling error can be illustrated in those instances where the optimal and actual decisions match, but are nevertheless incorrect.

- Note that, due to sample information expenditures, the number of correct decisions is not the sole determinant of final asset position.

Exercise and Real World Correspondence or Lack Thereof

On one hand, this clinical exercise is a considerable simplification of typical real world marketing research scenarios. Having only two decision alternatives and two states of nature, the exercise is of smaller scale. Too, all parameters are much more well-defined. Though this is true for all parameters, the vagary of specifying real-world states of nature and manageably anticipating possible research outcomes with, say, a multiple question survey, are particularly problematic. (These two factors determine the necessary conditional probabilities. To the author’s mind, arriving at these probabilities is the Achilles’ heel of the Bayesian model.)

On the other hand, in a sense, within the exercise the number of “research design alternatives is much greater than would be practically considered in the real world. Research designs in the exercise amount to the possible sample sizes, 51 in all. Seldom are that many possible research projects put before management. (Of course, sample size is also a part of any real world research design and in that sense this point is obviated.) As well, all possible combinations of research outcomes would normally be reduced to a handful of “overall” general interpretations, e.g., favorable, marginal, unfavorable.

What the Bayesian model does and does not address:

In the typical marketing research textbook context the purpose of the model is to arrive at posterior probabilities and a decision as to whether or not to acquire additional information. However, the additional information within the confines of the model only addresses/affects probabilities of the states of nature. More realistically, marketing research is concerned with other elements of the statistical decision-making situation as well, e.g., developing alternative strategies, defining possible states of nature, and estimating payoffs. Furthermore, the Bayesian model has only a very indirect relationship with many common objectives of marketing research: e.g., advertising effectiveness, segmentation bases, consumer behavior other than choice behavior, and so on. Hardly a criticism of (Bayesian) decision-making, the point is simply that the model may be useful in some circumstances, but not in all.

Under what conditions might the Bayesian model be literally applicable in the real world, under what conditions might its principles be subjectively invoked, and under what conditions is the model not applicable?

What types of consumers (or marketers) might be likely to behave as Bayesians? What types not? On what specific points would they differ?

Student Behavior vis-à-vis Bayesian Model

- By inspecting the three measures of deviation, to what degree do students behave as Bayesians? Do they tend to buy too much information or too little and does this vary by prior probability? Are students able to assimilate the sample information they did purchase in a Bayesian manner?

- The extent to which it “pays” to behave as a Bayesian can be gleaned from the correlations between the two measures of decision success (number correct decisions and final asset position) and the three deviation measures.

- It is feasible to at least calculate the prior expected value of perfect information and thereby establish an upper limit on the sample size to be purchased. How many students did this?

- Faced with the virtual impossibility of literally implementing the Bayesian model, what heuristics did students invoke? Do people behave intuitively as Bayesians?

- In those instances where sample information seemed contrary to the prior odds, which way did students decide?

This seemingly innocuous experiential exercise, straightforward for the instructor to administer and for the student to assimilate, fosters a high level of involvement and bears considerable scrutiny.

COMPUTER FUNCTIONS

Generation Program Output

1. Specified parameters
2. Master description of sample deck origins and contents, by student, by trial.
3. Coding sheet for preparing summary data for input. into analysis program.
4. Exercise instructions and tally sheets for each student.
5. Punched deck of sample deck composition information. This deck is required input to accompanying analysis program.
6. Punched deck of sample card deck cover cards. These cards serve to cover the sample card information and to identify subject number and each sample card deck as to prior probability.
7. Punched sample card decks, essentially nine decks per student.

Analysis Program Feedback

For administrative purposes, a single copy of parameters of the exercise is printed and master data bank summary information may be requested. Each student can be provided with a printout consisting of the components described below. The number of 11\(^\text{\texttimes}\)15.5\(^\text{\texttimes}\) standard printout pages per individual copy equals (It students/10) + 3.

1. Glossary of terms labeling the particular printout items.
2. Descriptive summary of student decision-making behavior vis-à-vis the Bayesian model, by student by trial. Items include actual vs. optimal sample sizes, actual vs. maximum unconditional expected values, actual vs. maximum conditional expected values, and an optimum-actual-origin decision comparison. Deviations from Bayesian behavior are totaled over the nine trials for each subject.

3. Graph of actual versus optimal sample size purchases, averaged over all students, by trial, and related statistical information.

4. Averages and standard deviations (over students) of actual behavior and deviations from Bayesian model, by trial.

5. Averages and standard deviations (over students) of decision making success and deviations from Bayesian model, aggregated over all nine trials.

6. Correlations between decision making performance alleviations from Bayesian model.

Printing of the various major components can be selectively suppressed.
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